North Africa and Back........ Eleven airports, Nine days and over 3000 miles!
Yes! That was the task ahead on this year’s gallivants to foreign shores for the intrepid eight! (Supposed to
be ten but Jane and Paddy sadly got the urge to go paddling in the sea at La Rochelle after Cherbourg!!)
The crew being assembled were Martin Stevens (known as “Pops”), Rob Gibby (Ernie the fastest milkman
in the west), Bob Ellis(wing commander), Bob’s good lady Jill, (presume that’s Mrs wing commander), Gary
Waters (That foreigner from Swansea who inspects planes ), Peter Owen (Flexi wing Pete who now fancies
an RV7), John Fisher( Say again? “I said JOHN FISHER !!!”) and me the chair of PFC(not sure how that came
about though!)
Setting off on the 20th May, three RV 7s and
Bob who disappeared two hours earlier,
leaving the Welsh coastline and down over
south England, coasting out Sandbanks and
over the English Channel into Cherbourg for
Customs (Customs?? that’s a laugh!!). Once
there, it is the traditional visit to the lunch
bay retreat for the John Fisher obsession
plate “Croc Monsieur”!! and a swig of vino
for the hardy crew members or in Martin’s
case, a big swig!
A few team photos and we say our
goodbyes to Jane, Paddy and friends
and off to Agen next stop! Here was our
meeting point to be joined by fellow
Swansea members Dr Rod Morgan and
crew in the Cirrus and spend a social
stop over evening in this fairly quiet but
picturesque town. Unfortunately Mr
Fisher had over done the social bit by
booking us all into sharing double
rooms with a double bed!! (Good move
for Bob though!!) Quite understandably
Peter and Gary were definitely in the
early days of their relationship and after
a tantrum and throwing their toys out
the pram packed up to sleep the streets for the night! However soon peace was restored as the hotel
found them a bridal suite with separate beds at an alternative hotel. Unknown to them it turns out they
slept in the wrong room but that’s another story. Good night and we left veteran John Fisher in his own
little world ordering Croc Monsieur in multiple numbers at the puzzled receptionist!! (Bless he doesn’t
remember a thing!!)
Back to flying! If there’s one thing that became the norm for this trip it was the time taken up on planning
and over planning the day’s flight routes and detail each day! Don’t let this be a put off though!!! Quite
rightly planning is important but from the experience gained, the actual flying is far more enjoyable than
one might of first thought due to the intervention of the air controllers who just led the way so to speak!!
But what should have been factored in was time to see places and not just visit them! Planning means

being prepared for what just might happen and is important but it can be obsessive at times and a break
in-between is definitely needed!
With some cloud bursts looming the plan was now to fly to Braganca in northern Portugal via Biarritz and
over the Spanish Pyrenees! Weather wise it was deteriorating towards the French coast so a rise up to an
eventual FL100 kept us in clear space and all the way over Spanish air space and into Portugal then we
could descend back to a bumpy VFR level to approach an eventual Braganca. Unfortunately story being
that sorry no one home! We all listened in to Gary’s repeated calls to the airfield but no response so it was
a follow me leader and in we go! Gary safely down and reports seeing a face at the window so somebody
must be home! Fuel is what we need but any way John Fisher next but results in a go around so Martin
takes the number one slot and we then follow in. We do eventually hunt out a non English speaking
airport chappy who knows how to operate the fuel pump and we refuel on a cash only basis?? Three
planes down and two missing? Bob had gone into Biarritz and was staying there the night and Rod was on
his way and joined us at some later point into the fuel negotiations! Braganca proved to be a quiet sleepy
town with real appeal. We ate that night at a recommended local establishment, which proved to be
probably the best eating place of the trip! As we all
tucked in that night a message came through that
we were about to be joined by James Armstrong
and his wife who had set off at 6.30am that morning
from Margam in the RV12 and flown all the way to
Braganca in the one stretch refuelling at Cherbourg
and Agen !! Joining us at the restaurant at 9pm to
rapturous applause from us all, including the
bemused locals, which of course gave Martin good
cause to add a few more wine bottles to the list!!
Well done James!!
After the mornings ritual planning session we headed off to the aerodrome to depart to Santa Cruz for a
quick drop in and then onto Portimao for the RV fly-in just outside Faro. Well, all geared up to go, flight
plans all in and do the checks!! Martin not looking too pleased so what’s matter??
Well you know how Martin always likes to remind you and take the P..s of the time you left your master
switch on?? Guess what?? Yes yes he has!! Flat as a pancake!! Remedial action called for so a visit to the
hanger reveals a charger, extension lead and so somewhat later and after hand cranking the prop we do
eventually get away. Lessons to be learned boys!!

Lunch break in Santa Cruz

The approach into Santa Cruz was not easy and there are buildings obscuring the view on the way in and
with a challenging wind it took a bit of handling. Martin being the sufferer this time and having to take a
go around! On our later departure, the exit was easier but this was going to be the challenging leg as the
plan was to fly the VFR tunnels down along the coast and this had taken hours and hours of planning and
researching to ensure we got it right.(Including two group evening meetings at Martins house and vino
thrown in of course!!) As it turns out it didn’t relate to any of it as the controller directed us where he
wanted us to go and job done! Stunning scenery though, down the coastline over the estuary and follow
the beach waterline!!
Into Portimao was straight forward enough, well so we thought? Not so for a few of the other RVs as there
were a few hair-raising show performances apparently!! Unfortunately the pilots were there for a few
days so there was no hiding from red faces and the repeated explanations for what very nearly was???
Great welcome and wonderful reception by Viv and husband and the hotel golf resort was superb!! Two
days rest was a wonderful relief! Stick the IPad away for a while and grab the menu! (Not quite such a
brilliant idea with Martin in full swing at 3am! “Hey guys who has ordered all this food and brandies”???
Martin??)

Fish dinner in Portimao

BBQ at Portimao Airfield

Hosts – Richard and Viv West

After a couple of days in Portimao and a following few visitor awards given out at the previous evening’s
BBQ (we claimed four between Bob, James, Rod Morgan in the plastic Cirrus and Gary) the plan was now
for the RVs excluding James, to head off to North Africa and Tangiers! So saying the goodbyes we headed
off to Seville to do a customs stop and Bob went to Jerez, ready to head out to the African coast.

Apparently we are told that you required utilising a handling agent in customs airports and so we had
booked ahead with SVC Executive Swissport. As we passed by Faro we had an unexpected moment of
pure inevitability. Gary Waters was corresponding with Faro Approach as we skirted past and just above
was the commercial traffic and then there came a call from the captain of the airbus passing above
outbound for Birmingham which boomed out: “Hello dad!!!” It was indeed Gary’s son approximately a
thousand feet above him who recognised the call G-CGWG. Brilliant! What a coincidence?
After arriving Seville and wishing to refuel, the only expression I think suits is “Rip Off” The cost of
handling and landing fee was somewhere in the region of £150 a plane and for that you get sod all!! The
fuelling was slow and the facilities little to none. Couldn’t wait to get out of there! Give it a miss!!! All the
best Seville!!!
Tangiers has a reputation of sea winds that can come from nowhere and recent days reports had given
winds at point being up to 100 knots?? Surely not but that was the report. Must be something wrong so
me thinks!! On approach we came around the headland and straight off the sea into the main runway
which I reckon could have accommodated the populate of Haverfordwest easily!! Absolutely huge and as
most of the first three taxi exits are closed we fly down most of it and we still had a long taxi exit to get to
the GA parking area. Once we arrive there we see some sights that makes me think mmmmm the wind
reports are right after all!! A number of light aircraft were inverted and off the apron and in the grass!!
They seemed to have had their tie
downs attachments completely ripped
out !!!! This makes us nervous and the
wind is definitely rising as we speak.
We do manage to utilise tie downs and
concrete blocks to secure the planes
and make us fairly comfortable enough
to walk away! Only the one night thank
goodness! We are greeted by police
officials and our personal handler man
whose name I cannot pronounce, Sky
Aviation Maroc, but he said “call me Brian!!” What a man! 20 years as the tower controller and ex airline
pilot, now a retired part time ground operations man and he knows everybody. Opposite to Seville where
as he looked after us like gold! Top man!! He is now the proud owner of a PFC flying hat and salutes us
away following day!! Cheers Brian!

What no wine?!

Bob and Jill left us to go clubbing in Ibiza and had the smug grin of only paying €65 in Jerez wiped firmly off
in Alemeria as they had to fork out €259! Ouch
Short hop across the water and in the distance clearly stands “The Rock” like an imprisoned Alcatraz
surrounded in Spanish air space but what a welcome voice on the radio as we approach 20 miles out!! We
border the Spanish territory all the way down before swinging right into the tenth most dangerous runway
approach in the world!! Well that’s for the big boys but what a scenic view hemmed between the rock and
the mainland. Looking down the runway it’s
just like one big aircraft carrier with sea on
arrival and sea on departure!! The road
bridging the mainland and the Rock of
Gibraltar is closed for aircraft departing and
arriving so we have an audience to welcome
us !! As we taxi up to the parking areas we
sense we have become somewhat of a
novelty to the airport officials!! Security is
tight as can be! This was ever more evident
when the sniffer dogs went in and all hell was
let loose in the gent’s toilets in the main
building!! Even more surprising was to see
Martin and Peter at the centre of it. Seems both had quietly disappeared off to the sanitary room which
then had reports from vigilant users of strange clouds of pure white powder flowing from beneath the
cubicle doors!! Heroin, Cocaine what could this be ? Surely such interesting habits would have surfaced
with us before?? Well I never! We all looked on in
amazement as the sniffer dogs shook their heads and
seemed as bemused as we were!! Even more amusing
was the trail of white powder trailing both as they
sheepishly scurried back to the rest of us with Peter
clutching his Johnsons Talc Powder bottle!! “Think
we’d better gets out of here” he uttered!! Good
thinking but not before we pass through the security
scanner and on Martin removing his shoes further
clouds of white powder appear!! Crikey what do you
do with that stuff??
Judging from the interest of the tower staff and ground handlers they don’t get to see many of these types
of planes here!! The tower asked if we could show some apprentices around as they are keen to have a
closer look. “Home Built” they gasp! We are looked at
with disbelief!! Even the easy jet captain can’t resist a
visit despite his crew waving their arms and saying
hurry up or they’re going without him??
Leaving the Island was even more scenic than the
arrival!! As we fire up and prepare to depart Mr
Stevens fancies his chances and requests the tower
for a circuit of the rock and a fly past down the
runway!! “Approved!!” reports back the controller,
“nothing less than five hundred feet downs the
runway as the road will be open!!” Hey! Hey!! will

do!! Brilliant and the breadcrumbs will be on the website to verify! Even the encroachment into Spanish
air space!!(not above 800ft) Well we have to wind them up just a bit!! Sorry Spain couldn’t resist!!
Here is a link to YouTube of Gary and Peter’s flight around the rock.
Next Customs stop is Malaga and if we thought Seville was bad well we certainly were not ready for this
place! I think Bob and Jill had the right idea by disappearing off to Ibiza!!
It hadn’t started well with the fact we had to delay our flight plans to fit in with their adjusted VFR traffic
acceptance times!! On the approach we all seemed to be split up but to be fair the commercial traffic was
pretty evident and we all seemed to be on holding patterns at different points and one did get the feeling
we may be an irritation to their usual days work log! Eventually in we went like the Battle of Britain! First
tactic was to cause a distraction for the air traffic so in went Martin guns blazing and as the controller
yelled “Go Around, Go Around!!” due to him opting to take the wrong runway, we managed to sneak in
quietly as required !! Martin eventually joined us once he managed to read the numbers on the runway!!
Once parked up, our use of the handling agents was again a complete misery! Extortionate landing fees
and we basically were allowed to refuel and that was it. No services, no briefing room, not even the use of
a toilet!! Let’s get out of here!!
Roughly two hours north on the outskirts of Madrid into a small town airfield called QuatroVientos! On
the map, Madrid TMA seems a sea of red complicated airspaces to negotiate and keeping legal means
keeping your eyes and ears open, even if the Spanish controllers are a mixed bag !! This time it was Gary’s
turn to cause chaos while the rest of us go about our expected approaches!! The term “One Eighty! One
Eighty” was ringing the airways as veteran Gary buzzed around!! Come on Gary we haven’t got all day!!
The rest of the evening didn’t go his way either as he blew a fuse with the hotel manager over the evening
meal quality!! To be fair he did have a point!! Never mind, once Martin sussed the bar’s optics range out,
all seemed to be forgotten!!
Despite the lengthy planning sessions to
kick off proceedings next day, our departure
was prematurely halted by the discovery
that Martin’s RV had a brake cylinder
problem and all fluid had drained away??
Luckily the ground service engineers were
on hand to help out (Despite a language
barrier) and soon had the problem well
under control and after a terrific turn
around, had us on our way within a couple
of hours. Don’t ask me the technical bits but
see Martin and more importantly the bill
was extremely painless!! First class boys!!
Time now to head back over the Spanish Pyrenees and on to La Rochelle. Weather seemed ok and the only
thing to negotiate would be the Spanish air controllers!! Plotting our negotiated route around the sea of
red restricted areas meant relying on controllers to assist and be helpful! Well that was a bit hit and miss
and at one point that resulted in taking control yourself really otherwise we would be in the side of a land
mass by now!! They must have been having a bad day unfortunately!! However, once we were up at
FL100 we lost all radio contact and despite the map giving lots of frequencies, it seemed no one wanted to
talk to us so quite a peaceful flight really! At this point it is worth reminding all to make sure you
undertake all sanitary requirements and relievement before departure!! Otherwise acute adaptations and

makeshift arrangements have to be employed!! Something Peter Owen now understands fully!! Enough
said!
A change of route allowed us to cut over Biarritz and up the sandy coast to La Rochelle which was
awesome viewing!! Have to say it was nice to be back on the helpful French controller network also!!
Into La Rochelle and what turned out to be an eventful evening for all the wrong reasons!! Having not
booked ahead it was proving difficult to find
accommodation within the town but a few
searches on the IPad resulted in us hiking a taxi
ride out of town!! The accommodation was 20
mins out of town and despite all efforts we could
not get taxi transport back into La Rochelle for the
evening’s entertainment. This resulted in the
reception lady very kindly making a couple of in
her car to the nearest restaurant for cuisine and
wine refreshment! After a welcome aperitif it only
turns out that the chef has legged it home early
and they are closing and we are marooned there
with no taxi transport to go on or back?? One
gentleman dawns pity on us and questions the staff “how can you treat you visitors this way?” (All in
French but we got the gist of it!) and then offers to shuttle us in his car to La Rochelle. Even better he then
manages to persuade the restaurant owners to get the chef back from home and cook us something to
eat!! The saviour turns out to be a French wine merchant rep Didier Dumont!! Martin immediately
capitalises on this share of information and soon we are eating and downing vintage plonk at an
acceptable rate!! Eventually part of this revised package, unknown to the chef himself, involves him in
now taking us all home again!! Teach you to go home early Monsieur Chef!! So it all turned out reasonable
after all but it would have been nice to see some of La Rochelle night life!!
Next morning as we gather for breakfast and the usual flight planning marathon! Who walks in for
breakfast but our last night’s hero, the wine merchant! Well I bet you’re glad to see us again!! Hats off to
him, saved our night any way!!
Well that’s it boys!! Last leg home we go!! Straight forward enough up to north coast just west of
Cherbourg and across Jersey air space, Skerry, coast in Berry Head, up to Ilfracombe and straight to Caldy
gap and home. Apart from John insisting on calling the gentleman on Jersey control “mom” to which after
much annoyance he pointed out “This is not a mom but a sir!!!” Ok moms don’t get your knickers in a
twist!! But I would guess the name Fisher should be avoided on future passages through the area!!
Home sweet home!!
Some points that didn’t all make the story - It’ll be alright on the night clips :
Martin:“I always remember to switch the master switch off”
“Go Around Go Around” Malaga controller
32 bottles of wine! All opened “I counted them”

Tangiers Restaurant waiter: “Sorry sir we are a DRY eating place, it is our religion” Martin: “Who said to
come here??”
Gary:“I am not sleeping with him in a double bed” first
night in Agen!
“You can stick your food, this is useless!!” the very
unhelpful Seville staff canteen!
“One Eighty, One Eighty, do a One Eighty now!!” the
rather anxious Quatrovientos controller
“Three Sixty, Three Sixty, you must do a Three Sixty!!”
another rather anxious La Rochelle controller
“And the best landing goes to Gary Waters!!” Award given at the fly in Portomao. Genuine!!!
John:“Where’s my Ipad?”
“Where’s my earring aid?”
“Where’s my glasses?”
“Where’s my bag?”
“Where’s the hotel?”
“Where’s France?” All right we get the picture!!
“It’s not Mam it’s Sir!!!!!” the very irritated non bisexual Jersey controller!!

